
 

Candyman by The Enchantment - DVD

A fully loaded montage of misdirection, magic, and surprises self-contained and
ready for a multitude of performances. The Enchantment brings you Candyman;
an innocent pack of candy or gum that holds numerous eye-popping tricks,
routines, and performance sets. This isn't a one trick DVD or a 2-3 phase routine.
Candyman holds more than 15 routining phases. Each phase contains one to
three effects. What this does is it allows you to use the sequences provided, or
pull together phases and assemble targeted routine sets for your specific
audience and situation; such as a quick set, easy set, VIP set, large group set,
children's set, repeat performance set, etc. Or if you like, you can utilize individual
phases or effects and perform them as stand alone tricks. With Candyman you
are ready for anything. 

For years Candyman has been admired by top magicians. Not just for the
startling magic, but for the clever methods and routining as well. Within
Candyman you will find many self-working, impromptu, gimmicked, and
advanced magic effects with something useful and appropriate for a wide range
of skill levels. And you'll find the magic is fitting for an array of audiences. Girls
love it, kids love it, people who love magic love it. People who hate magic love it.
We're not talking ordinary, run of the mill magic. Candyman is hard hitting, visual,
leave them with their mouths open magic. 

Although candy and gum are used, the methods and principles used in
Candyman can be adapted to many other items that may suit your style and
taste. But you will find that candy/gum makes an excellent icebreaker and is a
very common and natural everyday item to carry with you wherever you go.
Brands such as Starburst, Trident, Bubblicious, Jolly Rancher, and Hichew
(Japan) are some of the recommended brands. 

In addition, you get two entirely different routines that are also self-contained
within the pack of candy along with Candyman. That is a lot of magic in one little
pack of candy! Or do them with other candies or objects. These routines are
easy, fun, and leave a great impression. 

Highly Practical 
Loaded with Magic 
Self-Contained - just pull out of your pocket and perform 
Excellent Icebreaker 
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Great Non-Card Magic with an Everyday Item 
Fools and Amazes Everyone

Brought to you by The Enchantment, producer of releases such as Aquarius,
Dreamweaver, Espionage, and ABYSS. 

Running Time Approximately: 1hr 40min
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